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ra - Curricular Report
aham Asks Men To Halt Actions
dm
To
?
Hurt Stu-C Position
Irresponsible acts such as dining
hall disturbances, and ripping out
pages in Chase Hall magazines, tend
to weaken the influence of the Student Council when it is trying to het
benefits from the administration,
President William Perham told a
Men's Assembly Monday.
Referring to the sustained sinking
in the Commons last Saturday night.
Perham said he had had no intention of saying anything to the men.
But then Mrs. Cross told him, 'If
vou dont do something, I arid "
With the knowledge that the Student Council, not Mrs. Cross, had
jurisdiction over order in t^ie Commons. Perham declared he then felt
obliged to make a statement to the
men in the dining hall at that time.
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Dean Harry Rowe "didn't commit himself on much of anything"
during a recent talk with William
..... :,rgan discussion
oi the advisability of CHARLIE GODDARD Scores with a Hook Shot Despite the Efforts Dill about the Student Council reof Livingstone and Somerville
port on segregation of freshmen, a
i Campus Chest next year.
report which culminated council
I recommendations will be
discussion of the question and the
j to the Student Council,
results of the recent segregation
I Government, and Christian
opinion poll.
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.. few weeks.
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a
motion
By Bob Purinton
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Norm
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The Bowdoin quintet will be
the administration's policy of freshpresent tonight to help the Bobcats specialist; and Bill Prentiss, the 6
men segregation, whether it is concelebrate Washington's birthday. foot 2 rebound specializing center.
iy. Feb. 22
tinued next year or not.
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cellar
position
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Rowe
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for after college. Dill suggested that
Bears in their only encounter this
a good performance.
ij, Feb. 23
it might be better to segregate the
year.
Hag West. Chapel. 8:35
Larry Quimby. after playing very class during the senior year, if afIn recent weeks Bowdoin has
ordinary ball in the Maine and ter college unity was aimed at, but
found it hard going. Tufts, Maine
I, Feb. 24
Tufts games, surged back into his Dean Rowe felt that from his own
and M.I.T. have beaten them by
old form and tallied 30 points past experience at Bates, it is best
ul Fellowship, l.ibbey 4,
substantial scores, but they will be
against the Uconns. Glen Collins to put the class together during the
gunning for this one. The Bears
has been scoring in the douDle freshmen vear.
tdance tor ali in Women's
will probably line-up with Bob numbers consistently and playing
Building, 7:30-9:45 p.m.
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'a?d 9:05 am.
ball handler and probably leading and some practice before they play activities, and then rejoin NSA,"
Feb. 28
scorer, in the forward posts. Spell- the vital last two state series games suggested Diane Wolgast. reportbasketball. Colby, Water- ing these men will be Sid Connolly, this season.
ing on last weekend's National
1
Student Association conference to
basketball. Colby ,'rcilthe Student Government last Wedaterville. 6:15.
nesday evening.
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National
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The NSA has announced that
Bridge Tournament will be Saturday
Plans were completed for the
after Jan. 1. annual dues for new
afternoon at o'clock in Chase Hall
Chase Hall sock
dance.
Laura
schools are reduced 25% and after
basement. At that time campus play- April 1, annual dues for new schools Toomey was appointed to take
^ Feb. 24
charge of the records at Chase.
offs will be conducted with pairs of are reduced another 25%. making
l«** to spe^ on rcPresident Rae Walcott asked the
players competing under contract the total reduction 50%.
fetion ^ the Nationboard for menu suggestions to be
Under both arrangements, schools
bridge rules.
****»«'* Asso,ia,ion.
discussed with Mrs. Cross.
are allowed to send full voting del"". Feb. 27
Rae also pointed out that' ski
The four highest pairs to emerge egations to the August NSA Conpants
may be worn to class during
from Saturday's competition will gress, which is being held at the
"• •.:.
take part Sunday in Chase basement University of Michigan, Aug. 23-31. cold weather.
'J-. Mar. l
at 2 p. m. in the intercollegiate mail

Faltering Bowdoin After
Bobcats' Skins Tonight

Calendar

Suggests NSA
Be Dropped,
Then Rejoined

Campus Playoffs This Weekend For
Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament
Reduce NSA Dues

Papel Schedule

*S. *»*« under the
" "r Friend of the
«Parunem

'Stu"C Agenda
/^ this evening at
g» William, Con'«oom)
| P* on cheerleader..
1
"^ °n liaison commit-

tournament.
The results of Sunday's playing
will be sent to the tournament association. The two highest pairs of
players from each of the eight zones
in the United States will go to Chicago, expense-free, April 21 and 22
for a face-to-face playoff for the col
legiate bridge championship of the
nation. Zone one includes all o the
tompeting colleges in New England.
All four Maine colleges will take
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By Charlie Clark
Read the extra-curricular activities report and, through facultystudent cooperation, make it work, was the plea of Prof. Berkelman
as he spoke in chapel Monday.

The position of the Council at
Bates. Perham stated, was that ot a
gri-np of elected representatives
whose job was to improve student
rights and welfare. The Council attempts to do the job bv discussing
issues, deciding on a policy and
making a recommendation or a piotest to the administration. The
Council also offers services to the
Tnen of the college.
■delations between the Studen'
Council and the administration are
based on cooperation and confider^c.
Perham declared, and the alternative
is conflict. The only way to get results is by cooperation, he noted:
nothing could be accomplished by
conflict.

He was referring to the report drafted by a seven-member faculty
policy committee appointed by the faculty about a year ago, which
has been accepted by the faculty and appears for the first time

part in the tournament d* gg
The Student Council is sponsoring
the tournament on this campus.
The Intercollegiate_ Bridge Tournament was started in 1940 oy
National Association of W -"«
1942
Card Manufacturers, and >>>
national basis, using
was begun on a —
, , ,
the current mailing system. Tourna
ments were discontinued dunng^the
war, and revived in 1946 That year

Although he had only these arguments, said Dill. Dean Rowe made
no sign of changing the policy next
year. He wants to wait until this
freshmen class graduates, and observe the results of the policy over
a period of time.

Dill suggested that the next step
is to talk the issue up around the
campus and get student opinion, so
that the administration would have
to seriously the student attitude.
Dill plans to discuss the question
more thoroughly with proctors.

Seniors Consider
Class Gift Monday
Senior gift committee chairman
Robert Dunn and gift committee
members Ingeborg Reibling, Diane
Wolgast, Chester Leone, and Alex
Somerville will discuss gift possibilities with the class of 1950 at a
meeting following chapel Monday.

DOYLE M. BORTNER, chairman
of the department of education and
psychology, recipient last Wednesday of a doctorate degree in education from Temple University.
Dr. Bortner came to Bates as associate professor of education in
1948. following two years of teaching and study at Temple. He -wrote
his doctorate thesis on "A Study of
Lay Opinion Concerning Educational Progress and Problems."

Faculty
Discuss STUDENT
Should STUDENT editorials
initiate crusades?
What should news and feature stories cover?
Is the STUDENT a student
or a student - faculty - alumn;
paper?
These and other queries will
be debated by a student-faculty
panel next Tuesday evening in
an attempt to answer the question, "What is the Role of the
BATES STUDENT?"
Prof. Quimby will chair the
discussion. President Phillips,
Prof. Berkelman. and Mr. Fairfield will represent the faculty
and
administration.
Student
members of the panel will bt
William Dill, Diane Wolgast,
and Editor-in-chief Robert
Foster.
The discussion is scheduled
for 7 p. m. in Chase Hall. It
will be sponsored by the STUDENT as an open staff meeting.

Committee Considers Suggestions
Gift suggestions offered by seniors last November have been
carefully considered by the committee. That the gift should be lasting
to the college and that the gift
should be within the financial reach
of the class, directed the choice of
gift suggestions by the committee.
Limitation on the amount that can
be spent on a class gift has been
placed on the class of 1950 because
it is one of the smallest groups to
be graduated.
Money Available
Available in the class treasury, after graduation fees have been subtracted, is $225. Seniors may follow
the practice of other classes in voting to make up any sum needed for
a gift by deducting a specified
amount from the remainder of the
admission deposit usually returned
to graduates. The $10 admission
deposit is retained by the college to
cover room damage, hall association
feets, and telephone fees. Graduates
receive any money left over from
the deposit.
(Continued on page two)

Debates Set At
MIT; 4 Bates
Men Will Attend
Four debaters will participate in
a tourney of New England and
New York colleges at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech lology in
Cambridge, Friday and Saturday.
Favoring the nationalization of all
basic non - agricultural industries
will be William Dill and Max Bell,
while David Moore and Chester
Leone will oppose the proposition.
Mr. Stattel will accompany the
group to MIT.
Five sophomores will join in a
formal discussion Sunday before
the young people's group of the
United Baptist Church. Those who
will meet at Frank Coffin's home
to argue the pros and cons of having a single community chest fund
drive are Doris Hardy, Stanley
Patterson, Robert Whealy, John
Moore and Carol Hollingsworth.
Due to a conflict with the Colby
(Continued on page two)

Radcliffe, Newton Visit Scottish Universities;
Debate Atomic Energy Question; See Dances
The American debating team of
Charles Radcliffe and Oscar Newton are now in London, according
to a letter received by Prof. Quimby from Radcliffe.
Radcliffe mentions the courteous
reception and the friendly and helpful attitude shown by the Bntons
and Scots toward the two Americans. The Scots, rn I***"'*"
been much impressed at the differences between the two debaters and
frequently comment upon the rapid
flow of language and the oratory of
fhe Southerner and the more prediction and logic of the
cise
Ya

£kefar, the visitors have debated
Aberdeen. Edinburgh, Glasgow
Colby qualified for the ^f^ at
St Andrews Universities. At
playoffs. Last year 163 college* from and Andrews, they lodged in a room
45 states entered the competition.
St.
towe of one of the dorms,
in the Jle a green courtyard surGeoffrey Natt-Smith, noted conJotdf/b^uaYntoWneo-mediev,
tract bridge authority, will conduct
and score the playoffs.

structures and a cobblestone street.
Mary, Queen of Scots is supposed
to haunt the old towers of St. Andrews.
"We were royally received at
Edinburgh and Glasgow," Radcliffe
writes. "At Glasgow, they threw a
full scale
parliamentary
debate
(there are only six a year) which
featured a house which varied at
intervals from as few as a dozen to
as many as 150 people. The beer
hall, you see, was just downstairs
in the Union. One member, who
was Minister of Lok-lore and Balladry, made a brilliant half-hour
speech on the existence of gnomes
at Glasgow. At the conclusion of
this address, the honorable member
was carried out of the hall, prostrate but triumphant. At the final
vote early in the morning, they decided 12 to 7 that we had more to

hope than fear from the development of atomic energy.
"Last nite at St. Andrews in the
audience of about 100 (packing the
small hall), I lost this motion again
by about ten votes. It seems that a
preponderence of ministry students
were there and as a girl from the
audience remarked, 'God would not
have given us this energy except
for the good.' Apparently the audience comes to the debates already
convinced on one point of view, and
may arrive with prepared addresses
on one side or the other. During
questioning, we were asked about
subjects ranging from Ingrid Bergman to John Wayne's horse.
"Students here all wear red
gowns everywhere they go. It is
extremely colorful. Last evening
we watched the Celtic societies
dance, in which everyone wore traditional Scotch Highland garb. The

in this issue of the STUDENT. (See page two.)
The committee, composed of Mr. ■
Fairfield. Dr. Myhrman, Dr. Sawyer,
Mrs. Powers, Mr. Sampson, and
Miss Schaeffer, spent close to 50
hours in drawing up the report and
meeting with students and interested
faculty members, said Prof. BerkelThe 1950 Alumni Fund is well
man, chairman for the group. He
also said members of the commit- ahead of last year's fund, Robert L.
tee visited other college campuses in Jones, executive alumni secretary,
an attempt to gain ideas and sug- announced recently.
gestions.
As of Feb. 20, $11,824 has been
"All of the resolutions you find
contributed to the 1950 fund, as
there are the result of the unanicompared with $8,942 in 1949.
mous support of the committee." the
speaker declared. He added that
"A major reason for the increase
with the exception of one dissent- in the amount given this year," said
ing vote, the report gained the apMr. Jones, "is the greater number of
proval of the entire faculty.
alumni taking part."
According to Prof. Berkelman, the
Last year the fund reached a total
report covers four areas: The relationship between extra-curricular ac- of over $25,000. This year's goal is
tivities and the Bates Plan, the rela- $30,000. of which already more than
tionship between extra-curricular acone-third has been realized. tivities and the classroom studies,
social relationships, and faculty-stufacials with legitimate objections and
dent relations.
suggestions concerning rules, but
He called upon the faculty and ad- warning them to be con.-rete and
ministration to "eliminate all rules sincere in voicing their opinions.
that cause more resentment than
"I don't want to give the impres?ood," at the same time encourag(Continued on page two)
ing students to approach college of-

1950 Alumni Fund
Doing Well-Jones

Dean SaysFrosh Dorm
Promotes Class Unity Students,

|toff

■•' ia

Berkelman Discusses
Committee Decisions

dancing is much like our skuare
dancing except no calling. It is not
uncommon to see a man here in
kilts. This is true of all the four
Scotch Universities."
As to the elections tomorrow,
Radcliffe believes that Scotland is
likely to go Conservative, but
otherwise it seems to be a toss-up
between the Conservatives and Labour. The prevailing opinion seems
to be that if Labour goes back, it
will be with a greatly reduced majority.
Radcliffe also states that he is
finding "great use for cultural heritage — and can even discern- between Norman and Gothic Architecture — both of which are veident
here in the ruins of St. Andrews
Cathedral. In fact, C. H. and British History seem to be paying big
dividends in my appreciation of this
trip."

Faculty Group Approves
Course Rating Program
The course rating sheet has come
to Bates.
Students will have the opportunity
to evaluate their courses in regards
to
textbooks
used,
assignment
lengths, examinations, etc., providing the instructor of that particular
course approves the use of the sheet.
The use of the sheet is optional
for the instructor and the student.
If the instructor desires to, he may
pass out the rating sheets to nis
students; the student will remain
anonymous and does not have to fill
out the sheet.
The form of the sheet eliminates
the need of lengthy answers. The
student will just have to place a
number after the multiple-choice
style question in order to express
his opinion concerning that particular question.

The issue of course rating sheets
was brought up last vear by mem
bers of the NSA. After the matter
was presented to the facult, by the
Coordinating Committee, a committee was appointed by President Phillips, with faculty approval, to work
with the student group in preparing
the sheet. The committee was comprised of Professors Kendall, chairman of the group, Berkelman, Carroll, and Dr. MoCreary.
Prof. Kendall stated that he employed the rating sheets last year
with very satisfactory results. He
said that they gave him a clearer
picture of student opinion of the
course.
The sheets have been used by various colleges and universities in
this country over the last 50 years.

Religion To Have Four-Day Spotlight
As CA Plans For Emphasis Week
"Man. Men. and God" is the
theme of the third "biennial Religious
Emphasis Week which begins on
Sunday. March 5.
The four days will embiace a series of addresses and discussions by
prominent religious leaders of all
faiths. Following the practice esablislied by former emphasis weeks,
there will be dorm discussions aisd
opportunities for student.-'to meet
with the speakers.
Concert In Chapel
Opening the week will be a religious service in the chapel on Sunday morning. Dinner that day will
be coed, and will be followed b> a
coffee at the Women's Union during which the students will have an
opportunity to meet the speakeis of
the week.
*
x
A concert will be given in by Mrs.
Arimae Burrill in the chapel on Sunday evening. Mrs. Burrill, a famous
Negro contralto, will sing "The Life
of Christ", a series of songs arranged by Roland Hayes. The concert will be followed by refreshments and a community sing in
Chase Hall.
Devotions End Day
During recitation hours Monday
and Tuesday, speakers will be present in some of the classes, and there
will be open forums in Chase lounge
in the late afternoons.
On Monday evening, following a
movie, 'Today, Tomorrow, and Forever", discussions will be held in
the dorms and will be concluded by
a short service in the chapel. This
gathering together of the whole college is a new practice and is aimed

at more decisively pointing up and
concluding the day's activities.
A round table will be held in
Chase Hall on Tuesday evening at
which time the leaders will discuss
the place of religion in the atomic
age. A short service in the chapel
will follow the discussion.
Invite Local Clergy
Local clergymen have been invited
to attend the sessions and participate in the discussions.
Religious Emphasis Week is sponsored by the Christian Association
and. is under the chairmanship of
Hugh Penney. Other members of
the committee include George Gamble. Ruth Russell, Sylvia Stuber,
Carolyn Canham, Robert Dunn,
Lois Keniston, Frances Curry, W ill'am Dill. Avon Cheel. Joseph Cianciuili, and Frederick Momenthy. Dr.
Painter and Professor Scward are
the faculty advisors.

Jean Fairfax Talks On
DP's At PAC Meeting
A discussion of displaced persons
will be held at Dr. Mabee's home
tomorrow evening at 7:30.
Jean Fairfax, representative of the
American Friends Society and college director of the New England
Committee on Effective Citizenship,
will lead the meeting.
This past summer, she worked in
a DP camp in Europe. Her appearance at Bates is under the
sponsorship of the Public Affairs
Commission of the Christian Association.
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Backstage Activities Add Interest;
Can Make Or Break Performance

Editorials
Bravo!

We find great pleasure in publishing the text of the extra-curricuBy John Rippey
lar activities report which was adopted by nearly unanimous vote
The audience settles comfortably
of the faculty a few weeks ago. Our cordial congratulations go to back in their scats, the curtain goes
Prof. Berkelman and his committee — for the report itself and for up, the actors start acting and —
the liberal manner in which it is being publicized.
my God! — something is missing!
// both the spirit and the letter of this report are taken to heart The leading man! In a minute he is
supposed to speak in this scene, but
by students, faculty, and administration, the college can benefit
he isn't on stage, where he is supgreatly.
posed to be! How can he play his
Though we feel like adding a bravo to nearly every sentence in part when he isn't even on stage?
In the back row, the wild-eyed dithe report, there are three points which seem specially significant:
rector stifles a scream — oh no!
Activities Are "Essential"
how could this happen to me?
In his dressing room, the leading
(1) Through this report the faculty officially recognizes that "a man is still tugging on his pants.
college education comprises the total experience of the student while A prompter looks in. "Hey, the curhe is in college" and that "the whole complex of extra-curricular ac- tain just went up!" he cries.
tivities should be appreciated as an essential part of the total educa- "Yuu're on stage now!" The leadtional process."
ing man gulps. "I am?" He grabs
a shirt, pokes his head out the door.
This is in line with Goal Three of the Bates Plan. We second the Sure enough, he hears dialogue on
the stage, and he is supposed to
speak — now!
A Positive Attitude
What should I do? He starts for
(2) The report stipulates that the standing Extra-Curricular Ac- the stage. Oh no! I don't have any
tivities Committee "shall meet whenever necessary, at least three shirt on! He shouts his lines totimes a semester, to initiate plans for improvement as well as to pass ward the stage, pulls on the shirt,
fumbles desperately at the buttons.
judgment on any plans submitted."
And the scene goes on, the actors
If observed, this clause means that the committee will be playing speaking to a leading man who is
a positive role in encouraging and planning new and revitalized not on stage — who's muffled voice
campus activities. The defunct Student Activities Committee did not responds from some hidden recess
have power to initiate activities. It could merely sit in judgment of behind the set.
other people's ideas. If it said yes, there was a sigh of relief. If it You Guessed It
What theatre saw this unschedsaid no, there was likely to be griping about its "negative" attitude.
uled bit of byplay? Well, it wasn't
Now the committee is empowered and urged to act positively.
the Majestic on 44th Street. Right,
Wondrous Recommendation
pal, it was here in our own Little
Ancient Theatre. And the wild(3) The report recommends that the Extra-Curricular Activities eyed director? Our own harried
Committee "do its utmost to eliminate rules that bring about more
resentment than good."
This is a truly wondrous recommendation. If taken seriously by
everybody on the committee, it can mean a new era in college administration at Bates.

Letters To The Editor

Should Allow Phillips To Speak

To the editor of the STUDENT:
We're all for these new policies. We urge students, faculty, and
The Communist professor who
administration to cooperate in putting policy into practice.
wants to speak at Bates and other
colleges, should be allowed to do
so. Now, don't get me wrong. I am
no Commie. I hate their ideology
as much as anyone on this campus.
But I have always been taught
We are almost as happy about the way the extra-curricular activithat we Americans believe in Volties report is being publicized as we are about its contents.
taire's conviction: "I may npt agree
with what you say, but I will defend
The Channels Are Open
unto death your right to say it." In
For a long time we have thought that a lot of the ill feeling of these days there is an alarming
students toward the administration has been due to a lack of ade- tendency to paint red any idea that
quate public relations and understanding between the two.
doesn't conform to those of our professional patriots, who hide their
The STUDENT has earnestly sought to keep its columns open to narrow mindedness behind the flag.
administration news and to treat "official" information accurately
This sort of speech control leads
and objectively whenever it is released. We have tried to maintain inevitably to thought control. Our
balance and fairness in editorial comment on faculty and adminis- country didn't grow into the great
tration actions, often devoting many hours a week to digging out democracy it is by means of thought
the facts and discussing them with people concerned.
control, and I would hate to see
the American people lose their
Not Enough Administration News
freedom by that method now.
Regardless of the merits of the
While we, along with the student governing groups, have honestly
Communist professor's individual
tried to do our public relations job adequately, we have generally
felt that the administration was not being liberal enough in its role
as dispenser of information.

To Curb Student Griping .

.

Class Gift

We have heard students gripe — out of ignorance — because of
this or that policy or regulation which was sprung on them without
sufficient warning or explanation. And we have heard faculty members talk about how students do not appreciate the many hours faculty committees spend working out improvements in college rules
and curriculum.
Wanted: Frank Public Reiatio a
Many new steps have been taken toward good student-administration public relations since President Phillip's' arrival on campus.
The Bates Conference Committee and the "State of the College'
talks are examples. But the administration and many of the faculty
committees have remained generally tight-lipped about releasing
news of policy decisions to the campus, perhaps for fear that students would garble the explanations.
Now, through the efforts of Prof. Berkelman and others, the
STUDENT and the students have been entrusted with the full details of an important faculty policy report. We hope that the STUDENT'S treatment of the material — and the students' increased
understanding of the efforts the faculty is making toward improvement of the college — will demonstrate the probable value of further administration efforts toward a frank public relations policy
with the campus.

From Hamlet To Ham

THE BATES STUDENT r

Business Manager
Circulation Manager
Advertising Managers

Wilfred Barbeau '51
•_
Robert Davis '51
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Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year.
Telephone 4-8621 (Sundays only). Printed by the Auburn Free Press,
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the Associated Collegiate Press.

case, he should be allowed to speak
here. Personally, I think our western democracy is better than anything the Kremlin has to offer. On
the basis of this belief that our democracy can out-shine any Communist set-up .1 feel that we would
not be too contaminated by hearing
the other side of the argument. The
U. S. has been tolerating the other
guy's views for quite a few years.
Why not now?
President Phillips showed a courageous belief in free speech when
he spoke out against the recent Saco
outrage. I'm sure he would in this
case. too. The question is: would the
gentlemen who hold the college
purse strings feel the same way?
At any rate, there is a good
chance this Communist professor
would offer a more stimulating lie
turc than some others we have
heard this year.
John Rippey

Extra-Curricular

(Continued from page one)
(Continued from page one)
sion that everything in this report
"ift Suggestions
«
Gift suggestions advanced by the will please you." Prof. Berkvln'.-in
committee for discussion at next said. He mentioned specifically that
no recommendation was made to
Monday's meeting are:
change the one club night a month
1. Five hundred dollars to be addto two. More nights for clubs, which
d to the $1500 appropriated by the
the speaker classified as minor activ■lass of 1949 ior a football scoreities, would cut too heavily into the
loard. This would complete the
time required for preparation and
>2000 goal sought for a scoreboard.
rehearsal of major activities, he said,
A deduction of $2 from the admispointing out that this year over 600
sion deposit return of each senior,
blue slip events will probablv be
together with the $225 available in
scheduled.
the clas> treasury would cover this
Prof. Berkelman classified as macontribution.
2. A small show case for the new jor activities those that involve the
book store costing $275 would re- whole college and extend their influquire a 50 cent deduction from each ence belond the campus. Such activities are athletics, debating, and
admission deposit return.
music.
A large show case costing $550
It was in making one of his
would require a $2.50 deduction
points regarding social relationships
from each admission deposit rethat he really brought down the
turn.
house. "We could not in any way,"
4. Eight electric telechron clocks declared Prof. Berkelman, "guaranfor the large lecture rooms in Libby tee a snake for every charmer (loud
Forum and Carnegie which would applause), at least not six days a
cost $200 and need no deduction week."
from the admission deposit return.

5. Sixteen electric telechron
The polite display of outward attentiveness on the part of the
■"idi'-nce was ahout the only "inspiring" thing u>e found at the clocks for Libby and Carnegie
which would cost $400 and necessiChase lecture Thursday evening.
tate a deduction of $2.50 from the
ah — do something — ah — to insure — ah admission deposit return.
Can't somebody 6. A booth for the new snack
— better speakers?
bar in Chase which would cost $400
and necessitate a deduction of $1.50
from the admission deposit return.
Samples On Display
Chairman Dunn will have a sample show case and pictures of the
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Miss Lavinia Schaeffer.
Thinking about such episodes is
making Jim O'Connell an old man
before his time. Jim is the stage
manager of "Antigone," the hard
hitting show which starts a three
day run at the Little Old Sedate
Theatre the second of March. The
stage manager's worst moment, Jim
says, is on pulling the curtain —
seeing that all the cast is in place,
and coordinating lighting with the
opening of the curtain.
That latter factor, lighting, is unusually important in "Antigone."
"In this kind of play the scenery is
practically all lighting," says Bill
Stevens, who is in charge of the
electricity end of the production.
"I must create mood lighting." Last
Saturday Bill was just sitting, looking at those lights with a worried
expression. Miss Schaeffer tells us
that this has been going on for a
couple of weeks now.
Quick, James, The Fuse Box
During a hilarious scene in a
Robinson Players comedy a few
years ago, all the lights on one side
of the stage blew out, leaving some
of the characters in semi-darkness
and the others in full illumination.
Miss Schaeffer, watching nervously
from the back of the theatre,
thought all was lost, because the'
major characters in the scene were
performing in the part of the stage
now in darkness.
Her amateur
cast
amazingly
saved the scene by subtly moving

Norris-Hayden Laundry
MODERN DRY CLEANERS
Efficient Work and
Reasonable Rates
Cash or Charge Basis
Agent*
Hugh Penny

George Disnard

other gift possibilities on display in
the chapel during the Feb. 27
meeting. Further details will be presented to the seniors at this time.
Voting for the class gift will take
place after chapel next Wednesday.

Poise On Pen

»*4a

I

Cabinet Hears
Resolutions To
SCM Meeting

Debates

The New

Hunt
Room

EMPIRE

- with Jane Russell
Sunday Through Saturday
Feb. 26 - March 4
"BATTLEGROUND"
- with Van Johnson - John Hodiak

The Colonial Lunch
(Just over on Main St)

M

While the cat's away, the mice i. Basic Philosophy
The Committee has worked with the basic asMimr,twill Play - - " but there wasn't much
education comprises the total-experience of ,he
«* *at,(
to play with - - ent
college and that that experience has its intellectual ln *hi>t
For an address on the uh
social, and ethical aspects. Assuming that the curricuiar ; ""■
about so that the important charquality of uh uh the speaker
be fundamental in this total experience, we have als* nctiSl
acters were now in the light, the
sports and athletics
Ust Thurwlay night, it «ure
I. Extra-curricular activities—sports
minor ones in the darker hah of
ing. forums, lectures, interest clubs. Outing Cluh "r^S
aroused some astute comment*
lie;
the stage. This improvised switch
" ■.„- danc
,
' • s.hri,.nation, student government, publications,
"'■Stiji
wme
of
the
mow
printmade it necessary for the performco-ed sociability—all occupy a considerable shareIrf^W
ers to adapt themselves to acting
able ... that he came in on his
time but they also often supplement curricuiar"aV°'•'"' 1
positions which were the exact refather's reputation and went out
That they may virtually serve as a laboratory
versal of those they had rehearsed
ior
on hi. own - - - and, that the
•>.',
ments.
for weeks. But they got away with
audience showed an amazing
it until the lights could be fixed
That they may contribute values, especial!
amount of self-control - - during intermission.
e thical. and emotional nature, that are not so w
More "Inspried Direction"
curriculum,
and
Also heard that he had a most unThat
the
whole
complex of extra-curricular
Miss Schaeffer thinks the audi- Batesy form of halitosis - - 4.
*«"*&,
ence felt the unusual lighting was
appreciated as an essential part of the total education^
by
actual
count,
"uh"
deliberately
integrated
with
our
Bate^
And
rather fitting, just more of the di'•*
Ha
won over "and", 1195 to 260--rector's "weird theatrical tricks."
its third phase, which concerns general ability ' **fc
Usually new actors have so many
the timed rate ran at 17 "uh's"
11. The Committee on Extra-Curncular Activities
thoughts running through their
The standing committee shall be known as the Con,mi.
to a minute - - heads that they get mixed up.
Curricuiar Activities and shall consist of nine voting mtmk*
When Miss Patricia Rowe of the
Did you hear that the University one student elected by and responsible to the men's govern^
Physical Education department of Connecticut coach said that Larry
one student elected by and responsible to the women's
came over to teach the girls how Quimby was the best center his boys
Each faculty member should have served at least one VMr "S
to run easily up the backstage had played against all year - sup- on to the stage, they learned that's the upper bracket of basket- faculty.
Until a change becomes desirable, the Committee shall
fast — but when they got on the ball praise - - - and certainly due
conSii|(
members: Dean of the faculty, chairman, dean 0f
stage they forgot their lines. Then for the quality of the game
two faculty members from those responsi\]e for ?***:
sometimes an actor will move so
February is the month of
major student activity, two teaching members of xh"^
far forward on the stage that it is
birtMay, . - - Abraham Linare not closely connected with any major fUdfm" '*'%'
impossible to illuminate him propercoln, George Washington, and
students.
'H
ly: or he will be tortured by an irJean Harris - - - heard that he
resistable urge to scratch itchy
This Committee shall serve as an over-all coordinate
had a most un-Commons birthmake-up or false whiskers.
general policy for all extra-curricular activities, exc™*
day celebration - - - complete
giate athletics, which are administered under th» „_,'•"
Out With The Cliches
Polb
with after-dinner speech by
While we were up on the stage
outlined by the faculty.
Prexy Perham
how formal
talking to Miss Schaeffer and her
2. It shall function in the ways detailed in the section
can an informal affair get?
lieutenants before the naked, disgraduate Organizations" in the Blue Book for 1949.50"™
membered settings. Assistant DiBlue slips will be handled by an administrative offic ^
The gleanings being gone,
rector Earle Onque wandered down
the discretional power to exclude intercollegiate garne. I
Miss D'va Pete
the aisle. With a weary sigh, he
college social events from the first half of the
lowered himself into a seat and
mittee shall have authority to change any blue-slip rula,*'
sagely advised us that he likes "Anthose beyond its power (as explained below in I;em y/v
tigone" "very much. "The leads,
3. It shall welcome for consideration any proposals which 4 I
he said, "are doing a lot of thinkthey have been well thought out, and these proposals mjV|J
ing, and it is evident in the way
J
sented in writing or personally.
they are playing their roles. I
4.
It
shall
always
explain
its
negative
decisions
promp
don't think they are forcing themnegative decisions, whenever the Committee .0 decides
selves — they arc
substituting
explained in writing to the representatives of the groups j
thought for the old theatrical
Arthur Darken presented a list of
The secretary of the Committee shall always keep an ^
cliches."
detailed record of the reasons for each negative decision.
Prompting" is something you resolutions, which he and Margarcan't do without. Although Miss et Moulton will present to the
5. It shall meet whenever necessary, at least three timts a.
Schaeffcr's troupers, have needed legislative assembly of the New
to initiate plans for improvement as well as to pass judgno
only three prompts in the last five England Student Christian Moveany plans submitted.
years, prompters are necessary just ment in March, at the Christian
6. Its chairman shall inform its members as much in advance as 1
in case a performer forgets a line Association meeting last Wednessible as to what problems are to be discussed.
or a cue from an entrance. Two day evening.
7. The Committee does not have ultimate jurisdiction over j
prompters for "Antigone," Sally
Cabinet members approved the
of buildings or the provision of food, for these powers rest!
Cloutman and Jane Seaman, say
administrative officers (Bursar, Dietitian. President, and 1
resolutions stating that a Communthat prompting through a pause is
ist or a radical should be allowed
8. The Committee shall evaluate- whenever advisable tilt
the hardest part of the job. The big
to teach as long as his political beof all student" organizations, especially those supported by 1
problem is when and when not to
liefs do not interfere with his abilistudent contribution*.
prompt.
ty as a teacher, that the United
9. It shall publish these functions and powers in the Blue Bookl
"Where Are You,
States should liberalize its immigra- III. Director of Activities
Now That I Need You?"
tion policy eliminating requirements
The Policy Committee recommends that a director 0: activities<hi
A prompter must be wide awake
for admission based on racial or realways, lor the moment she happens ligious background, that the Hydro- not be secured in the immediate future. The standing Committa
to look away from the script may gen Bomb should not be used, that Extra-Curricular Activities, when it sees how conditions are aSecttJ
be in-t the moment when the actor Fair Educational Practices Acts the Chase Hall annex, may. of course, consider the problem uhenttj
chooses to do so.
needs a prompt.
which would eliminate racial and
The prosaic little details of play religious discriminations in admit- IV. Recommendations for the Committee on Extra-Curricular Acti^
production are enough alone to ting students to institutions of
1. The Committee should do its utmost to eliminate ru'e- that
drive a director to distraction. higher learning should be supportabout more resentment than good.
There are ;>n.tframs to have print- ed, and that they opposed acts such
2. At least one annual assembly talk should be given to all cb|
ed, clothes ti, l)t- purchased and kept as the Taft-Hartley which increases
on the role of extra-curricular activities in education, empl
clean, sets to he painted, floors to the feeling of competition and ill
ing the prime need for good balance.
be cleaned, evrything to be put just will between employer and em3. Each organization should keep its faculty adviser informed (
right. And when everything seems
ployee.
proposed actions before making final decisions.
to be going all right, something
4. The Student Council and Student Government, respecos
Jane Oshorne and Stephen Gilmay happen which will mess up the
should be held strictly responsible for the good taste oi !
bert made a report to the Cabinet
whole picture.
events as rallies, de-capping and de-bibbing ceremonies, eit
During final rehearsal before one on a tentative plan for the choosing
5. Organized clubs that wish to use college buildings and to i
opening night, an actor slipped. In of future commission heads and
conflicting dates, will conform to the regular blue-slip pt
falling, he instinctively grabbed for cabinet leaders. The plan included
Groups that meet repeatedly, whether organized or not. sn
discussions
and
lectures
the handiest object. The object hap- group
seek to meet regularly in college buildings except on regt
pened to be a curtain which formed which would introduce prospective
nights. Informal groups (without officers and without rei
part of the setting. It was torn to leaders to CA work. A list of stuin the yearbook) are free to meet outside college pro|
shreds, completely ruined. Need- dents recommended by the Cabinet
course, whenever they wish.
less to say, both the young actor to participate in this plan will be
6. The Committee should request faculty advisers oi the STLU
and Miss Schaeffer were heart presented at the meeting tonight.
Garnet, and Mirror to hold instructive conferences early eac
broken. But the next evening the
with
the leading members of the staffs.
play went on — minir»-Jhe curtain.
7.
The
editor
of the STUDENT should be asked to publish in
A New Twist
issue an accurate, full program of the week- am! of Princl>,]
One of the cardinal rules in the
in the near future.
(Continued from page one)
Little Old Theatre is that the
(Continued on page four!
cramped backstage area be kept
winter carnival, the state discussion
cleared of any obstructions or
meeting scheduled for last Saturday
loose objects which might accidentat Colby is postponed until March
ally be kicked. Some years ago a
4. John Babigian, Arthur Knoll,
keyed-tip audience sat enthralled,
Lyla Nichols and Donald Peck will
every mind absorbed in a powerfulmake the trip.
ly emotional love scene. The hero
folded the lovely maiden in his
Prof. Quimby has announced that
arms, their lips met — ah, what two new members have been added
ecstasy — and a wrench fell from a to the freshmen debating squad.
shelf, crashed down the backstage They are Evelyn Johnson and
stairway step by step by step by Howard Epstein. Any other freshstep, smashed into a wall and lay men interested in trying out for
hushed, embarrassed. But,, oh, what the squad should contact Prof,
a kiss.
j Quimby immediately.

THEATRES
Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Feb. 23, 24, 25, 26
"THE OUTLAW"

Extra-Curricular fte

STRAND

Elm Hotel - Auburn
COMPLETE DINNERS served daily including i*****
Meals 75c, 95c and up

Excellent Food - Courteous

AUBURN

Wednesday, Thursday, Feb^ 22, 23
Thurm. - Fri - Sat.
"Tension",
Richard Basehart, Audrey Totter
Ptfe. 23, 24, 25
"Sarimuba"
All Star Cast
"STORY OF MOLLY X"
Friday, Saturday, February 24, 25
- starring "Mule Train",
Gene Autry
June Havoc and Gail Russell
"And Baby Makes Three",
Robert Young, Dorothy Hale
Friday and Saturday Only
Serial No. 10
Cartoon
FIVE BIG ACTS VAUDEVILLE
Sun., Mon., Tues., Feb. 26, 27, 28
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.-Wed,
"Thieves' Highway", Richard Conte
Feb. 26, 27. 28, Mar. I
Lee J. Cobb, Jack Oakie
Joe Palooka Meets Humphrey",
"CAPTAIN CHINA"
Joe Kirkwood, Elyse Knox
John Payne and Gail Russell

'COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

LEWISTON TRUST C
LEWISTON - MAINE

pM
**

We Solicit The Business Of Bates

R. W. CLARK CO.
DRUGS

NANKING

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
WELCOMES EVERYONE AT BATES COLLEGE
4

Registered

Pharmacists

Our Food Is Still The Best Advertisement We Have

MAIN ST. at BATES ST.

Come In And Try Some

Tel. 3-0031

RESTAURANT

Chinese
DINNERS

CHINESE * AMERICAN
DINNERS
from 45c up

May We Serve You
As We Have Your W»
And Your Folks'Folk

.

with BETTER F00°
Since 1875

Boston Tea SOT
249 Main St.

L
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beats Edged By Uconns 77^70- Bobkittens Defeat Bridgton Academy; Frosh Tracksters Outrun MCI;
jaine Stops Cats For Third Time Lewiston High Bows To Frosh 42-30 Lawson And Abbott Dominate
to a highly
v underdogs
nf Connecticut
* - --erMty
Bobcats gave forth
y theI'niv
Batebasketball of the
,y.r 6*sl
u> they matched

bb3

before succumbing
mill""-'"
l( Armory.
. Krida? »«
, sup.rb. Nets 30
, arrv Quimby who had
,
s of a scoring
the hr0C
of his basket
1
jaipP*
• ,h .,,•; vengeance as to
r.„ of ^c Armory onlook»as Mipf rh as he huekI l>rr>'
..hand turn shots, drove for
l
*T. as he lias never beicre
I hatted in rebounds
[.:'■,<on »""
nl <> uts'retrhed arms.
»»',rv converted ten of his
";n:- from the floor and
for
iot j 0 points. Ofl the !>ack"a"L'i offensive and defen-

de
tTpbHrebound.
-if hisIniifcshort,
-

gdK

By Al Hakes
Two more victories in the past
week have given Coach Bobby
Hatch's Bobkittens an impressive
record of eight wins and four losses
with the last six wins being consecutive. With only three more games
to go. the frosli have clinched a winning season"."

Price

By J<*>

on eac

By Bruce Chandler

Intramurals
By Al Dunham

Johnny Larson of Bates broke the
i freshman cage broad-jump record as
'the Bobkitten thinclads swept to a
63-45 track win over Maine Central

•
List week saw two more nights of
Institute
on
Friday* afternoon.
The new defense consisted of a
action in the current round of the
•hree-man zone with the o'her two
Johnny's record-breaking leap of 22
Last Wednesday night the Bob- closely guarding the opposition's Intramural basketball play; at least ft. 1 in. came during a meet which
kitten hoopstcrs met and defeated high scorers. And it worked. Un- one night and one day of play. The saw. the frosh completely dominate
Bridgton \cademy in a free s.roring able to work the ball in close, the games scheduled for last Thursoay
the running events while MCI took
game by 62 to 55. The visitors Blue Devils were forced to shoot were played on Saturday afternoon
over
the field events. Lawson had a
from
the
outside,
and
with
Weiler,
"hower a fairly good attack, with
due to other activities held in the
Thomson,
and
Moody
controlling
their high scorers. Trudel and Ryan,
j first in the forty yard dash and a
Keeping them within shouting dis- the boards, the Kittens had little gym on that night.
' second in the 300 to make a total of
tance of fhe Kittens most of the trouble keeping the Lewiston score
On Monday, last week. Bardwe'l 13 points for the meet. Bob Abbott,
Way. Bridffton showed itself almost down.
dropped Sampsonville, 59-55, in tne with firsU in the 300 and fm and a
completely lacking in defense, and
The scoring for Bates was well first game of the evening. At half
the Garnet sharpshooters were able spread Otlt, with Don
Barrios time the score stood at 29-28 in the second in the dash equalled Lawto =core early and often. Cha->e emerging as high man with ten Bacnelors' favor. Bob LaFortltr gar- son's point total.
Bucknam was high man for the points. Lewiston's Joe Sirois led the nered one of the season's nigh ir.John Kasius won the mile run in
night with 23 points, and Jim scoring parade with 14 points, eight divid.nl scores dropping ir 28 matkMoody's passing and floor work of them on foul shots. The Blue ers for the winners, while Don 5 minutes 2.6 seconds with Don
showed him as one of the game's Devils managed to tighten the store Chalmers dumped in 16. Mike Ste- Graves of Bates and Wiley of MCI
outstanding players. The score does near the end when Bates' second phanian and Chick I.eahey were the second and third. In the 1000, a duel
not really indicate tne margin of su- and third teams were in the game, big guns for the Sampsonvillers developed between Bob Goldsmith
periority the Kittens enjoyed in this but the Kittens held on and walked scoring 17 and 16 points respecand Kasius, but Bob pulled ahead
one.
oft with a well deserved 42 to 30 de- tively.
in the stretch to win by a fairly wide
On Friday night the frosh went cision.
In the second game of the evening margin. It was Bob Abbott all the
against a highly touted Lewision
The next outing for the frosh will
LEE BLACKMON Battl es Three Maine Men for a Rebound in High team which had beaten them be a game tonight against Portland Middle turned back the Parkentes, way in the 600. Although hafd65-54. Middle held a commanding
earlier in the season. This time. Junior College.
Last Week's Game
3f>17 lead at the half-way mark, but prcssed by Goldsmith for a good

t-tanding single.Hfonnance. Bates opponents
Li wn hereabouts during :he
^season. Hugh Oreer. the
•
mentor, stated that
to«s the best center his club
ltd all year and that comes
to play their style of basketball from
j coach whose team lr.s
the outset and with 6 ft. 4 in. Godunder
its
belt.
,v.:Wl game'
dard. virtually unstoppable with his
Match Huskies' Fast Break
left hand hook shots, held a com|l: was two fast breaking clubs fortable 27-13 margin at halftime.
I.4 against each other. Midway
The Garnet then switched to ,-n
the firs: half Bates finally
all-co>:rt press and practically tripled
^ ahead of the Huskies, but
their point output in the second half.
L, employing .1 full-court press
However, the Cats were unable to
<*bout. respoi led with a surge
whittle down the lead amassed by
I put "t six points to the good. the Black Bears, thereby dropping
jab? an 1 Glen Collins, a stand- their third straight contest to Maine.
n competitor with his 14 points. Lee P.lackmon stole the offensive
Bates rally which enabled the
la
show in the second half as he tossed
tils to dead!.'i- matters at 33-33 in ambidextrous hooks, junto and
••Yogi'' Yokabaskas' short
push shots to record 11 points. His
spro-nded the Huskies with a two- total for the game was exceeded by
HI: bulge at intermission.
Glen Collins'. 12. while "Sl.m" SomI Shortly atter the half began. erville also hit double figures with
fconn broke loose on a scoring 10 counters.
gap that saw the Huskies build
Maine (67)
. ten-point edge which they
G
F
P
L'aned throughout most of the Goddard. B.. rf
3
3
9
4
0
8
,1,. However. Quimby found his Woodbrey, If
Goddard. C, C
7
0
23
konng touch once again and the Hussey
1
0
2
tirnrt finally pulled ahead, 67-65 Hopkins, rg
5
3
13
■ill a deaiening roar. Connecticut Bradley
0
1
1
10
2
Lcht ba-k thouejh and ek« d out its Osgood. lg
4
1
S
b triumph. Top perfo.mer l.-ir Mahanev
tc visitors was sophomore Vin
25
17
67
fcbbasras WHO was brilliant in
Hiring up 23 tallies.
ne Whips Cats. 67-49
Firing ttn l.'niversit) of Maine
lakesdav evening/ the iocals fell
wayside, 07-49. in a rough
fc»etball encounter.
The Orono lads forced the Ga'net
,am<d i

however, it was a different story, as
tire Kittens jumped to an early lead
anil were in control all the way.
The game was a fairly low storing
affair, as the Bates hoopsters concentrated on their defensive work to
hold down Lewiston's aces.

Bates (49)
Somerville, rf
Blackmon
Carpenter, If
Perry
Quimby, c
Douglas
Livingstone
Collins, lg
20
Connecticut (77)
G
2
Silverstein, rf
Gates
1
Yokabaskas, If
9
Vartelas
2
Sottile
1
Liptak
0
Lind, c
6
Widholm
2
Sorota, rg
4
Clark, lg
2

10
11
The Black Bears of the University of Maine are the basketball cham1
pions
of Maine for the 1949-50 season. They assured themselves of this
8
2 honor last Monday night as they downed Colby by a 63-58 score. Had
2
1 Colby won they would have maintained their chance for a tie but the
12 Bears had too much power in the stretch. With four minutes left to play

F
2 •
2
5
1
1
1
1
0
6
0

29
Bates (70)
2
Perrv, rf
Blackmon
1
3
Somerville, If
Carpenter
Quimby, c
Scott, rg
Collins, lg
Douglas

19

22

26

49 the score was tied but .Maine pulled away at this point and held on for
the victory. Charlie Goddard had a real big night as he poured 36 points
P through the hoop and this total, coupled with the 13 points of his brother
6
4 Bert, gave the Goddard family a lion's share of the credit for the clinch23 ing win. Maine's record for series play this year was 8-1. the only de5
3 feat coming at the hands of Colby.
1
13
4
14
Larry Quimby snapped out of the doldrums with a vengeance
4
as his 30 points ignited the spark that carried the Bobcats down
to the wire with the strong Uconn club last Friday night. It was
77
not merely his scoring total which impressed the fans but his
all-around drive and hustle all over the court. If he can maintain
that kind of play the future of Bates basketball will look much
brighter.

a seemingly rejuvenated Parker
club outscored the Midlanuers m the
second half 37 points to 29 in a game
attempt to overtake the leaders.
Dick Hartman was a stellar performer for Middle racking up 20
markers, while John Duffett threw
in 14. Nestor DiAngelo and Punchy
Hines led the Parker attack with 14
and 13 points respectively.
Off-Campus notched its second
win of the round in as many starts
on Saturday afternoon as they dropped the Northerners 41-30. Snirl
Hamel led the attack' for the
Townies with 19 points followed byBob Wade who garnered 12. High
men for the Northerners were Live
Green and Al Ross each scoring -6
markers.
In the second half of the doubleheader that day South stomped on
JB to the tune of 49-18. The J-Bites
definitely had a very bad day, garnering 8 markers in the first stanza
(Continued on page four)

part of the distance. Bob had a
spurt left when he needed it and
staved off all attempts at passing.
Far behind the Bobkitten pair was
Small of MCI. Abbott's winning
time was 1 minute 20 seconds.

Bates swept the forty-yard dash as
Lawson, Abbott and Goldberg broke
the tape in that order. Johnny's winning time was 4.8 seconds. Jim Leamon paced the low hurdlers in a
time of 5.5 seconds. Lord and Perkins of .MCI finished behind him.
Lord became the only MCI runner
to win his event when he led the
high hurlders in 6.4 seconds. Leamon and Perkins finished second
and third. Bob Abbott made it two
firsts for the afternoon when he
streaked three hundred yards in 35.8
seconds to beat out John Lawson
who was right behind him all the
way. MCI's Jackson gained thi.-d
place.
Bill Thomson cleared the high
jump bar at 5 ft. 3 in. to win first
place from a field of eight starters.
John McDuffie of Bates and Jackson of MCI tied for second place
with jumps of 5 ft. 2 in. The frosh
failed to place in the pole vault, shot
put, and discus throw. Ames captured the vault by clearing the bar
at nine feet, while Miller scaled the
discus 104 ft. 10 in. for his first place
position. - Cranchetta heaved - the
twelve pound shot 46 ft. 1 in. which
was plenty of distance to win first
place.
It is easy to set that the frosh
have a strong running team, and
with more practice and improvement
in the field events, they should prove
a match for any future competition.

S4t TUte*
By John Ebert
The Bates ski team wound up its
season this past Saturday, traveling
to Colby for the State Ski Meet. Although they put on one of their best
performances of the year after the
totals have been added up Mai->c
will probably emerge the victors.
Dom Casavant was again tne
standout of the Hates squad, taking
first place in the cross-country. The
other firsts were recorded by McNealis of Bowdoin with the flash
ing time of 47 seconds in the
slalom, while Harriman of Colby

took the downhill and the jumping events.
His winning leap
was a thrilling 99-foot effort. Although Maine couldn't take a first
place they gained an over-abundance
of seconds and thirds to probably
give them the necessary points to
take the meet.
The squad has been showing improvement all during the season after a slow start and ended the year
with a good showing. Even if tney
didn't emerge victoriously in their
final meet we can be proud of our
boys; so congratulations for a fine
season.

Bowdoin is here tonight with the Freshmen meeting Portland Junior
College in the preliminary. Saturday it's Farmington here and North70 eastern Business College in the opener.

PLAZA GRILL
AT THE SIGN

OF

THE LOBSTER
for
FINE FOOD

Lewiston

177 Main St.

TIBBYS
I SPORTS CENTER
I NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME
AND SPORT
1274 Main St.
Lewiaton
Phone 3-0431
|"omeo E. Thibodeau
Alfred J. Thibodeau
Edrick J. Thibodeau

Major Ml Reynolds, Oregon '40
Pilot-Professor, US. Air Force!

P» INSTANT

Taxi Service
Call

4-4066

BUI was an all-round athlete. Hei chose
football as his favorite sport,, made(the
vareitv teams at Pomona Junior College
anTaLat the University of Oregon.

fftftoCabi . .
• • .

A Theta Chi, Bill enjoyed campus social
life Found that it eased the pressure of
rugged athletics and his heavy study
schedule in Personnel Management.

Upon graduation, Bill chose a future in
the Air Force. He "flew" his first Link
trainer as an Aviation Cadet in 1940. By
March, 1941, he had won his pilot wings.

Bus Service

WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOW... IT'S

EAT AT

FRANGEDAKIS'
MODERN
RESTAURANT

The Squadron moved to Panama, then
tothel»acific. Bill advanced from pilot
to operation* officer to squadron commanSer. Ha came home a Major and
qualified for a Regular Commission.

Recently commended for peacetime work
—organizing and improving instruction
techniques—Major Reynolds, a "PilotProfessor", looks forward to a long and
gainful career in the U. S. Air Force.

If you or. ringl*. between the ages of 20 and 26 A.
wlrh at leart two years of college, consider th. many
IT..r opporror-tie. as o pilot or navigator h the
U iAIr Force. Procurement Team, ore vis-ting many
colleges and univ.rsiti.. to explain the^e career
opportune Watch for them. You may *»**M
detail, at your nearert Air Force Base or U. S Army
and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station, or by- wrWng to
ihVCNaf of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Aft: Aviahon Cadet
Branch, Washington 25, D. C

U.

S.

AIR

FORCE

amels for
Mildness!
Yet, Camel* are SO MILD thai in a coast-to-coast test
of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels—
and only Camels—for 30 consecutive days, noted throat
specialists, making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT
IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS!

ONLY THE BEST CAN BE AVIATION CADETS!

TeL 2-7351

i
" **b<m St

Lewiaton

)nunm *■*■ > - — ,
'
'
"
.c
t„em. Instructors and advise- also

THE BATES STUDENT,
FOUR

Bell Reports NSA Meeting To Council;
Men Question Commons, Cheerleaders
Seven Bates students toured Europe last' summer under Kational
Student Association auspices, ac1
cording to Max Bell, who declared
further than the N.S.A. offered the
"cheapest way to get abroad." at
$500.

The president also announced
that he and Dana Jones would soon
see Mr. Lux to work out a permanent program for the cheerleaders,
so that there will be continuity and
coordination in the future.

Intramurals

New Countries Added
Reporting to the Stu-C last Wednesday, Bell stated that students
must have their names "on the line"
for trips this summer by March 15.
Bell recently attended a regional
NSA conference with Diane Wolgast. There are. he said, about 2000
' foreign students now studying in
New England under NSA sponsorship, and more will tour the country this summer.
He stated that the Bates committee was going to meet that Friday
night to discuss the status of the
NSA at Bates. Councilman William Dill remarked that Bates
would never have an active NSA
branch until the student body really becomes interested in the organization.
Budget Runs Out
At the same Stu-C meeting, Arthur Koenig inquired why box
lunches could not be provided for
Sunday skiers. President William
Perham explained that Mrs. Cross
has a set budget for box lunches
for various outings, and when that
budget is used up there is simply
no more money.
Robert Lennon then asked why
water pitchers could not be provided for each table in the Commons.
Perham stated that he would look
into the matter, as well as the
question of ski lunches.

8.

9.

10.

11.

(Continued from page three)
and just doubling that score for
their sum total. Quint Hall paced
the onslaught for the winners with
his 16 points, while Billy Searles
contributed 13. John Sevigny combined with Pistol Green for 12
points in' the losers' cause.

(Continued from page two)

Extra-Curricular

12.

13.

14.
This past Monday evening Sampsonville took on Parker, and Bardwell versus Middle filled out the bill. V.
1.
Tomorrow night Middle will return
to the hardwood to play the J-Bites,
while Sampsonville takes on the potent Oil-Campus combo. Parker and
South are scheduled to tangle in the
first game on Friday night, and the
Bachelors will meet Nortii. Come on
over, three big nights of basketball
this week.

must give more thoughtful
mustj^ ^^ bftween

attention to helping students achieve
studies and activities.
,
d if necessary.
The deans should have the »»»"?»* <° '^ discon,i„ue certain
,o demand that students ,n ™*m"*™™ on their studies,
8.
stipulated activities in order to put more time
^ of ,„
Fairness binds instructors to give .tie-* ««
^^ ^ the
review quizzes and to announce dur ng^the J
^.^ „.
9.
semester all such assignments, as term pap
.
inteIKge„,
tensive preparation. Otherwise students cannot
integration of studies and activ.t.es.
^nments so VI.

A more informal atmosphere should be cultivated in Chase Hall
lounge by appealing to the student coimnittee to make it a place
for friendliness.
The students should be "encouraged to arrange more semi-formal
parties in connection with musical, literary, and artistic events.
These activities should be planned and managed by students, with
careful advice from the appropriate faculty advisers, especially in
the planning stage.
The library should make the fullest use of both its display cases
As nearly as possible, ^^^ ^ p^abouf.wo hours
and its upper lobby for cultural exhibitions—the librarian, of
that the average student can be expected
»
f.class hours
course, to be final judge.
The Committee should set up an information center and clearing
house for educational movies, both departmental and general. It
should try to secure good movie equipment and should arrange
to have dependable operators. Departments and clubs should be
vacation ***£*££* final examinations in laboratory
urged to supply movies.
rev!ew quizzes, hour wnii
,
semester.
It should encourage the student governments to make recommendations concerning co-educational dining, perhaps after first
6. iiTf-X ••-easy" allowances, except in^n_unpresubmitting a well-planned questionnaire to the students.
The Policy Committee believes strongly that the Lecture Committee should integrate all extra-curricular lectures.
The students should be encouraged to make more and better use of
GIRDLES
the student unions.
MEZZANINE FLOOR
Relation Between Studies and Activities
jVft.gtD
BROS
If a wider participation in extra-curricular activities is to be encouraged, every instructor, more stringently than ever, must demand punctual and faithful preparation from his students. He must Hosiery
be careful to issue official warnings to all students who deserve Street Floor
SPRING SHADES

1.

i*Srr-S^S>«%£> ooth study and the

UJ A RP'S

2.
3.

dictable emergency. Both students and instructors
responsible for planning ahead.
X meeting of junior and seniors majors and the ,each
department should be arranged at lea* once a „„
»
theses, honors work, graduate study, summer work. e„r^ 4iscJ
,ar activities, and such topics.
Students should notify their instructors ahead of ,inie
ramous trips that will absent many of them from a -j'^t .
Competitive
should be explained
in the fa„ » «u
Uompeiuivc prizes
H-—
ch,,
or in departmental meetings; and the awards should I
anno J
before the close of second-semester classes.
Relation of Faculty and Students
Many of the faculty invite students to their home,. Tht
of personal or professional interests that a congenial gronrv J
common
common is
i» usually
u=——.r more enjoyable and profitable ,han JSI
•
~U*Um
/-rtiiM meet
meet occasionally
orrasinnoll., i„
:.. (a
"IJjsJ
chit-chat. Perhaps
clubs could
Students should be encouraged to invite faculty member'* ■ I
cussions in the dormitories^
*. J
The Committee on Extra-Currnrular Activities should d0
to arrange places where faculty and students can niee;
tii
The administration should call the faculty adviser °f
, ar, H
tion whenever it has important matters for that club.

WARDS

Ray's I.G.A. SJ
T

95 ELM ST.
7:00 A. M. to 5:30 p.* '
Phone 2-5612

COMPLETE "BACHELOR SERVICE'
. . . to . . .

ERNIE'S MARKED

COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

tt,^

FLOWERb

Cloteit Spot to c«iaw

By Wire

Phone 2-6926 to PI*. Orfe.
Take Your

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP
195 Lisbon St.

Weekly: 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. u

CLEANING and LAUNDERING
To Our Main St. Store

Sunday: 8 A. M. to 8:30 P. (J

*^^"

Convenient To The Campus

an

BATES
HOTEL

INCORPOBATIO

CLEANSERS & FUBJUBB
COLLEGE SERVICE

DANCING NIGHTLY

All Types Sensibly Priced

SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St, Lewiaton

Fountain Specials
IN COOL . . . AIR CONDITIONED
PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

NICHOLS TEA ROOM

Telephone 4-5241

^Barnstone-Qsgood Co.

Lewiston, Maine i

162 Lisbon Street

Tel. 2-6422

Jewelers and Silversmiths
WATCH REPAIRING

WHEN YOU WANT TO THROW

Lewiston, Maine

50 Lisbon Street

A REAL BIRTHDAY PARTY . . .
COME TO

PALA ROOM
STECKJLNOTHOTEL

COOPERS
CAMPUS AVE.

NEAR SABATTUS ST.

104 MIDDLE STREET
Specializing in
ITALIAN - AMERICAN
FOOD
STEAKS • CHOPS
PIZZA PIES

Tel. 4-4151

SUITS, HATS,

COATS
In Fayetteville, Arkansas, there is
always a friendly gathering of
University of Arkansas students at

FURNISHINGS

the Student Union Building. And,
as in college campus haunts everywhere, ice-cold Coca-Cola helps
make these get-to-gethers something
to remember. As a refreshing pause
from the study grind, or on a Satur-

r RANK'S
kfCK

MEN

Lewiston, Maine

Sizes 24-30
NUDE - WHITE

Tel. 4-6459

For Men and Women

Phone 4-4041

$7.50

WE ALSO CATER TO LARGE
SOCIAL MEETINGS

J. C. Higgins Skates

Skis, Ski Boots and Accessories

Agent

8-12

SAVE
ON WINTER SPORTS NEEDS

205 Main Street

EVENING SNACK

Three minutes from p.

One Stop

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

STORE

For That . . .

day-night date—Coke belongs.
Ask for it either way ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
K>TTIH> UNDH AUTHOBTY OF THE COCA-COIA COMPANY IY

The COCA-COLA Bottling Plants, Inc., Lewiston
•
O IMO. TH. Coco-Cola Compo-y

Just what you've always
wanted in stockings...fabu
lously sheer, full-fashioned
nylons, in shades to blend
with —and flatter—yonr
very own skin tones.
For correct colors, perfect fit, and long wear, we
recommend "As You Like
It" hosiery.
51 Guage
$4 .50
15 Denier
1
FREE PAIR
Given with twelve pairs purchased.
Join our Hosiey Club today!

DOROTHY FRYER
Hacker House

CALL & DELIVERY SERVICE|
Phone 4-7326

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
We've dreamed up a lot of wonderful new Jantzen girdles . . . and,
as before, you can bend, you can walk, run, dance, climb a tree if
your routine requires it . . . and what's more important, you can
sit! This girdle comes in wonderful-feeling, light-as-air elastic
Leno with the marvelous Jantzen knitted top that stays up, knitted cuffs that stay down. Girdles and panty-girdles, white as well
as nude.
Of Course You May Use Your Bates Charge Account

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS
Opp. Post Office

Tel 2-6645

54 ASH STREET

